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ABSTRACT   
Incorporating additional guidance information, e.g., landmark/contour correspondence, in deformable image registration 
is often desirable and is typically done by adding constraints or cost terms to the optimization function. Commonly, 
deciding between a “hard” constraint and a “soft” additional cost term as well as the weighting of cost terms in the 
optimization function is done on a trial-and-error basis. The aim of this study is to investigate the advantages of 
exploiting guidance information by taking a multi-objective optimization perspective. Hereto, next to objectives related 
to match quality and amount of deformation, we define a third objective related to guidance information. Multi-objective 
optimization eliminates the need to a-priori tune a weighting of objectives in a single optimization function or the strict 
requirement of fulfilling hard guidance constraints. Instead, Pareto-efficient trade-offs between all objectives are found, 
effectively making the introduction of guidance information straightforward, independent of its type or scale. Further, 
since complete Pareto fronts also contain less interesting parts (i.e., solutions with near-zero deformation effort), we 
study how adaptive steering mechanisms can be incorporated to automatically focus more on solutions of interest. We 
performed experiments on artificial and real clinical data with large differences, including disappearing structures. 
Results show the substantial benefit of using additional guidance information. Moreover, compared to the 2-objective 
case, additional computational cost is negligible. Finally, with the same computational budget, use of the adaptive 
steering mechanism provides superior solutions in the area of interest. 
Keywords: Deformable image registration, guidance information, large anatomical differences, multi-objective 
optimization, evolutionary algorithms 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Many clinical applications could benefit from the use of deformable image registration methods. However, one solution 
to all deformable image registration problems does not exist. Therefore, fine-tuning methods to each clinical application 
is of great importance. This fine-tuning task, however, poses major challenges because currently existing methods rely 
on many user-defined parameter settings and it is non-trivial how to find appropriate settings for a specific clinical 
application. This holds especially for the weighting of different registration goals in deformable image registration (i.e., 
quality of image match and amount of deformation). Often the only person who is capable of performing this task is the 
researcher who developed and studied the method and this task is then performed by trial and error. To overcome these 
challenges, we started studying deformable image registration from a multi-objective optimization perspective.
1-2
 Multi-
objective optimization removes the need to set a predetermined singular combination of objectives. In multi-objective 
optimization, a collection of outcomes (a so-called Pareto front) that represents efficient trade-offs between the different 
components of the optimization function is computed, which allows for more insightful a-posteriori tuning. 
Further, in our multi-objective approach we introduced a dual-dynamic transformation model (i.e., two "non-fixed" 
grids: one for the source- and one for the target image). This provides an elegant and powerful approach to, when 
combined with proper optimization techniques, tackle the most challenging deformable image registration problems, 
including e.g., large deformations and anatomical changes.
3,4
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Figure 1. Illustration of the refinement method used in the multi-resolution scheme. As an example a 3×3 grid of points (left) 
is refined into a 5×5 grid of points (right). The light grey nodes and dotted edges illustrate the parts that are added. 
In contrast with other work
5-10
, in our work the challenging problem of identifying (dis)appearing structures between 
image acquisitions has been considered to be part of the overall optimization process. Although this removes the need to 
manually fully identify (dis)appearing structures, the images themselves do not always provide sufficient information for 
the problem to be solved without additional guidance information. In deformable image registration, it is often desirable 
to incorporate additional guidance information that is known beforehand.
11 
This is often done by adding additional 
constraints or cost terms to the optimization function. In common deformable image registration methods the choice 
between a “hard” constraint and a “soft” cost term as well as the weighting of these terms in relation to other terms in the 
optimization function is also typically done on the basis of trial and error. 
In this paper, we study getting the most out of additional guidance information by leveraging multi-objective 
optimization. Further, we study the design and use of adaptive steering mechanisms to focus optimization more on areas 
of interest on the Pareto front. 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Multi-objective deformable image registration framework 
Image registration can be posed as an optimization problem where different objectives (typically related to the match 
quality and smoothness/amount of deformation) are of interest. Commonly, registration methods optimize a single 
optimization function that represents a linearly weighted combination of the objectives, and sometimes also other, 
constraint-related, cost terms. Deformable image registration from a multi-objective optimization perspective removes 
the need to a-priori set a singular combination of objectives (and possibly other terms) through trial and error. The use of 
our framework results not in a single solution but in a Pareto front of solutions, which is a collection of solutions that are 
efficient trade-offs between the objectives (i.e., solutions that are all equally good (better in one objective, but worse in 
another)). Having a Pareto front of trade-off solutions available provides far more insight into the interplay between 
objectives. Moreover, a multi-objective approach is inherently more powerful than a single-objective approach because 
potentially not all Pareto-optimal outcomes are explored when running existing single-objective registration methods 
multiple times with different linear combinations of the weights for the objectives (i.e., if the Pareto front is concave). 
2.1.1 Objectives related to match quality and amount of deformation 
One objective is related to the quality of the image match. Here we use the well-known cross-correlation similarity 
metric between the target image and the transformed source image.
12
 However, since all objectives in our 
implementation are to be minimized, we use the negation of this value. Hence, this objective lies in the range [-1;1]. 
Another objective is related to the amount of the deformation (i.e., the amount of energy required to accomplish the 
transformation). Here we employ Hooke’s law13 on the basis of the deformation vector field (dvf). For every pixel we use 
the average length of the difference vector that is obtained by comparing the deformation of that pixel and each of its 
neighboring pixels. The final objective value then is the sum, over all pixels, of the squared average lengths. Let the set 
of considered pixels be denoted by P, the set of neighbors of pixel p be denoted by n(p), and the deformation vector in 
the dvf associated with pixel p be denoted by dvfp. The objective can then be defined as: 
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2.1.2 Dual-dynamic transformation model 
The transformation model we use, is based on triangulated grids. It is common practice to use a fixed grid for the source 
image and a non-fixed grid for the target image. We previously introduced a dual-dynamic transformation model that 
uses two non-fixed grids.
3
 This increases transformation flexibility substantially in a manner that is especially required 
when tackling some of the hardest problems with large deformations and/or (dis)appearing structures. We compute the 
final deformation by considering corresponding pairs of triangles (i.e., in the source and target grids) and employing 
linear simplex interpolation. A transformation is defined by associating coordinates with each point in two grids. 
Therefore, the number of real-valued parameters to be optimized equals two times the number of grid points times the 
spatial dimensionality of the image (e.g., 2D or 3D). 
2.1.3 Multi-resolution strategy 
To establish a multi-resolution strategy
14,15
, a method is required to refine the two grids associated with a solution so as 
to be able to continue computation at a finer grid resolution. When using a multi-objective optimization algorithm, at the 
end of a single-resolution run, multiple solutions (i.e., a Pareto front) are returned. A refinement method is therefore 
required that refines all triangulations similarly (i.e., without completely redefining for each solution separately and 
differently the underlying graphs that connect the grid points). Our refinement method consists of subdividing each 
triangle into 4 triangles by adding points on each edge of the grid (see Fig.1).
4
 
2.1.4 Optimization algorithm 
Population-based methods such as evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are among the state-of-the-art in solving multi-
objective optimization problems.
16
 To perform multi-objective optimization, we use a model-based EA. More 
specifically, we use an Estimation-of-Distribution Algorithm (EDA) that exploits features of a problem’s structure in a 
principled manner via probabilistic modeling.
17-20
 The particular EDA that we employ is iMAMaLGaM (incremental 
Multi-objective Adapted Maximum Likelihood Gaussian Model mixture) in which the underlying probabilistic model is 
a Gaussian mixture distribution.
2
 In related work, iMAMaLGaM was shown to have excellent performance, converging 
to high-quality approximations of the optimal Pareto front on well-known benchmark problems.
2
 
2.2 Additional guidance information 
The major benefits associated with incorporating guidance information by using a third objective in a multi-objective 
approach are that we a-priori 1) do not have to decide if we want to incorporate the additional guidance information in a 
way that allows deviations (of a certain magnitude) or not (i.e., as a “hard” constraint or a “soft” cost term), and 2) do not 
have to define weighting factors. Moreover, taking a multi-objective approach also provides the flexibility to include 
imperfect guidance information, because solutions with little deviation from additional guidance information as well as 
solutions with more deviation will be computed. This significantly reduces, if not completely removes, the risk of over-
fitting guidance information. 
In our implementation, guidance information is stored as a set of pairs. Each pair consists of two sets, each containing 
one or more points associated with the source image and the target image, respectively. In this way it is possible to 
incorporate landmarks as well as contours. The guidance objective captures landmark/contour correspondence in terms 
of distances between pairs of guidance-point sets. For each pair of guidance-point sets, the points defined in the source 
image are transformed to the target image and vice versa. For each point, after transformation, the smallest distance is 
computed to the points that define the contour in the other image. The distance between two guidance-point sets is then 
computed in a symmetric fashion as the sum of these distances over all points in the guidance sets, normalized by 
dividing by the total number of points. The sum over all pairs of guidance-point sets is then to be minimized. In other 
words, let G be the set of pairs (Gs,Gt) of guidance-point sets, let T be the transformation function as defined by the 
solution and let d denote Euclidean distance. Then, the guidance objective can be formulated as follows: 
 
 
2.3 Adaptive zoom-in on Pareto front 
Although it is theoretically interesting to see the size and shape of complete Pareto fronts, these fronts clearly also 
contain less interesting parts from a practical point of view (i.e., solutions with near-zero deformation). Because the 
algorithm allocates resources to find improvements all along the Pareto front, it may be beneficial to steer the algorithm 
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so as to focus more on areas of (practical) interest. To this end, we introduce an adaptive steering mechanism that shrinks 
the space of feasible solutions as better solutions are found over time. Because the optimization algorithm that we use 
includes a general-purpose constraint-handling technique based on constraint domination
16
, optimization then 
automatically proceeds to focus only on the feasible space. Specifically, for every objective separately, we define, on the 
basis of the best value for that objective encountered so far during the run, a range in which solutions are deemed to be 
feasible. All solutions for which one or more objective values do not comply with the defined ranges or thresholds are 
deemed to be infeasible. We used such a range for the similarity objective and for the guidance objective. Specifically, 
for the similarity objective, solutions that are in the range of [s
best
;0.99×s
best
] are deemed to be feasible whereas for the 
guidance objective this range is taken to be [g
best
;1.5×g
best
]. In both cases these ranges were experimentally determined to 
give reasonable results. The objective related to the amount of deformation was not further constrained. 
2.4 Experiments 
We consider four test cases: two deformable image registration problems with a disappearing structure and two problems 
with large deformations (see Fig.2). For both problem types we consider an artificial 2D example as well as a real-life 
example. For the real-life problem with a disappearing structure a pre-operatively and post-operatively acquired CT scan 
from a breast cancer patient were used. A pair of 2D slices was selected from the CT scans after rigid registration of the 
scans on the bony anatomy. For the real-life problem with large deformations a T2-weighted pre-operative MRI scan 
from a cervical cancer patient who underwent a radical hysterectomy and a 2D digital photograph of the macroscopic 
intersection obtained during standard pathological analysis was used. From the MRI scan a 2D sagittal slice that 
corresponded to the plane of macroscopic intersection was selected and the uterine cervix was segmented. Guidance 
information for the real-life problems was annotated by clinical experts. 
A multi-resolution strategy with subsequent grid resolutions of 5×5, 9×9, and 17×17 was used, resulting in respectively 
100, 324, 1156 parameters to be optimized for which a budget of 1580·10
4
 evaluations (respectively 100·10
4
, 324·10
4
, 
and 1156·10
4
 evaluations in a single run on the different resolutions) was allowed.   
3. RESULTS 
Desirable behavior can be observed in Fig.2: 3D Pareto fronts are obtained that intuitively display the trade-off between 
the various objectives and thereby also the interplay with additional guidance information, allowing for insightful a-
posteriori selection of the final desired solution. Fig.2 further shows that the use of the adaptive steering mechanism 
indeed contributes to finding, using the same computational budget, superior results in the area where more interesting 
solutions are located. 
Previous results already showed that disappearing structures can be successfully handled by our framework without the 
use of additional guidance information. Nevertheless, because images themselves do not always sufficiently convey 
information about how the anatomy has changed, in case of problem 2, this primarily resulted in very local removal of 
the tumor area. With the possibility to include, as a third objective, an approximate indication of the area that has been 
removed, registration results can now be obtained that more accurately correspond to the actual changes in anatomy. 
Without the use of additional guidance information it was not possible to solve problems 3 and 4 satisfactorily. In 
particular, for problem 3 pushing the grey bar down will not result in an improved similarity value until it has reached 
the target location. Therefore, proper registration cannot be achieved without the use of additional guidance information. 
With the use of even very little guidance information (merely a few points in the grey bar), our framework is 
successfully steered toward desirable solutions. We note that on problem 3, due to the minimum amount of detailed 
structure in the image, we used only a 5×5 grid resolution directly instead of the multi-resolution scheme since a higher 
resolution grid is really unnecessary. The challenges concerning problem 4 are the strongly conflicting objectives: the 
best guidance match is really not the best image match based on intensity similarity. However, with the use of additional 
guidance information in our multi-objective framework a good solution can be intuitively selected a-posteriori by 
analyzing the final solutions obtained along the Pareto front. This can be done similarly for all other studied problems, 
without having to re-tune any algorithmic parameters whatsoever. 
  
 
 
 
Figure 2. From top to bottom: the four test cases 1) artificial example with a disappearing structure, 2) breast CT data pre- 
and post-surgical removal of a tumor and some of the surrounding breast tissue (images with courtesy of The Netherlands 
Cancer Institute – Antoni van Leeuwenhoek Hospital), 3) artificial example with large deformation, 4) pre-surgical cervical 
MRI data (bottom) with corresponding macroscopic digital photo of the excised specimen (top). From left to right: source 
(top) and target (bottom) images with guidance information in color (contours and points), Pareto fronts (with selected 
solutions indicated) without (red) and with (green) adaptive steering, transformations for solutions without and with the use 
of adaptive steering. Further, for each transformation the deformation is illustrated via visualization of a correspondingly 
deformed regular rectangle grid. Note: these images do not include the actual dual-dynamic triangular grids that define the 
deformation field. 
  
 
 
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Deformable image registration plays an important role in many clinical applications. Widespread translation of 
deformable image registration methods into the clinic is however still very challenging. An important underlying 
problem of the vast majority of existing methods is that they all rely on many user-defined parameter settings and the 
non-trivial task of finding appropriate settings for a specific clinical application can usually only be done by trial and 
error. The reason for this is that all these methods generally define the deformable image registration task as a single-
objective optimization problem, i.e., one function consisting of a single linear combination of different objectives to be 
optimized. We therefore started investigating deformable image registration from a multi-objective optimization 
perspective.
1-4
 This allows for improved understanding of interaction between different objectives, which in turn allows 
improved tuning of methods to specific clinical applications. Within our framework we further recently introduced the 
concept of using a dual-dynamic transformation model that uses two non-fixed grids and thereby increases the flexibility 
of transformations substantially and in a manner that is especially required when tackling very large deformations and 
(dis)appearing structures.
3,4
 
In this work, we developed and studied, within our multi-objective framework, getting the most out of guidance 
information in deformable image registration. This is a novel contribution since this has not been studied before and 
because our multi-objective optimization approach eliminates the need to a-priori 1) decide if we want to incorporate the 
additional guidance information in a way that allows deviations or not (i.e., as a “hard” constraint or a “soft” cost term), 
and 2) define and tune weighting factors. Moreover, we previously illustrated that this framework is an elegant and 
powerful approach that shows very promising results regarding the tackling of different hard registration problems (e.g., 
large deformations, (dis)appearing structures).
3,4
 In this study, we successfully illustrated that with the proposed 
adaptations to our framework it is capable of producing substantially improved results in a very intuitive and easy-to-use 
manner. Specifically, we successfully introduced the use of additional guidance information for our multi-objective 
deformable image registration framework by introducing a third objective. This gives unprecedented insight into the 
trade-off between exploiting this information and other objectives. Moreover, by treating guidance information as a 
separate objective, this information no longer needs to be exact for it to still be very useful in getting better registration 
results, without any fine-tuning of the registration algorithm itself. We furthermore showed that by adaptively steering 
multi-objective optimization toward a specific region of interest on the Pareto front, superior registration results could be 
obtained using the same computational budget. 
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